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INTRODUCTION

Radioactive Wute Management ia perhapi one
of the moat talked about subjecta in any discussion
on environmental pollution. The Wcll-documsnted
hazardous effects of radiation to m m and hia en-
vironment justify to a cïrta.'n extent the concern
«bout radioactive wastes. - But, it is reasonable to
say.' that such a concarn should also take into
account the awareness shown by the nuclear indus-
try of their responsibility to man and his environ-
ment. This awareness is the guiding factor for the
present as well as future developments in the nuclear
industry regarding pollution control.

NATURE OF NUCLEAR WASTES

The underlying principles involved in controlling
waste products from all th; industries remain the
tame. However, the practices followed by nuclear
Industry differ owing to the unique characteristics
of the radionudides present in the waste products.
The radionuclldes are not detectable by human
senses and sensitive instrunrnts are required to de-
tect their presence. Their quantitative estimation is
possible only by sophisticated radlometric analysis.
Further, the radioactive natire cannot be destroyed
by any known chemical or physical means; it dimi-
nishes on its own. Each radionucUde has its own
typical decay scheme, quantitatively termed as 'half
life'. Depending upon the quantity of radioactivity,
several half lives ranging from a few seconds to
several hundred thousand vears are normally re-
quired to decay the radioactivity to the natural back-
ground level. Of course, once they are discharged
Into the environment, they are subjected to many
complex phenomena of further dilution or «con-
centration and continue to be a potential hazard to
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Texfctty af Typical RaiisacMva Wi
Atoafc fawtr SiaHsaa

PHILOSOPHY OF MANAGEMENT

In the Indian Nuclear Progrpmnfj. the basic
philosophy in the management of all radioactive
wastes has been to concentrate and contain as much
activity as possible and discharge to the environ-
ment only such of those streams thit have radio-
active contents much below the nationally and Inter-
nationally accepted levels. TaUe-1 shows the toxl-
citv of typical radioactive wastes from atomic power '
«tattoos.

Item Toxtcitg compared to
drinking water*

Showers U washroom waste
laundry Wart:
Non-cbemicai process waste
Floor * equipment drains
Chemical process waste

1.0
10*
10*
10»
10»

* Factor by which waste has to be diluted with water
to render it fit for acceptance in the environment
(Based on the recommendation of International
Commission on Radiological Protection,»

Over these yean, the philosophy of radioactive
waste management, with the Increasing growth of
Indian Nuclear Energy Programme, has been con-
tinuously under introspective reviews. This resulted
in adopting more and mow stringent measures to
minimise the release of radioactivity to the environ-
ment. These increasing measures of minimal dis-
charge from Indian Nuclear facilities have been en-
forced not because of any adverse effects noticed in
our environment but to work towards the concept
of aero discbarge, an Ideal which should be the ulti-
mate aim of radioactive waste management.

The first Indian Atomic Power Plant consisting
ol two 200 MW(e» boiling water reactor units is locat-
ed at Tarapur about 100 tans, north of Bombay on
the western coast and has been in operation since
IMS. At this station, we have been able to bring
down the radioactivity of the effluents to be dis-
charged by a factor of It». This has been possible
by augmenting the effluent treatment faculties.

The second nuclear power plant In Rajasthan,
comprising two zM JtfwVe) Canda type heavy
water reactors has been In operation since 1*74.
Here, the recipient of the effluents released bat
been the Ranapratap Sagar lake. The release of
radioactivity has been well within the permissible
limits. Keeping in view, the future requirements of
pollution control the effluent treatment facilities are
under extensive augmentation based on the techni-
que of solar evaporation. The use of solar energy
coupled with the stringent safety requirements of
nuclear standards, is being out into practical use,
perhaps for the first time in the world. Particu-
larly, the favourable cUmatotogtcal factors at ItUs



power station site. ris. high mean temperatures, low
humidity and higher wind velocities have been ad-
vantageous In adopting the solar erapontkm aa the
new treatment process. This process has been adop-
ted by us as a first step towards an Ideal concept of
'Zero Release'.

The third nuclear power plant s t Kalpakkam
situated In the south «astern coast of India would
consist of two reactor units as In Rajastban and * -
expected to be commlsskwad soon. Units* at Tara-
pur where the discharge Is In the immediate environ-
ment of the power plant, we hart takra cara to
prevent shore discharge of the radwaste effluents
produced from Kalpakkam. The treated wastes are
expected to contain radioactivity of the order of
10-s-lO* uCi'ml. which will be further diluted to
I0*7 uCi/mL by circulating sea water as a part of rad-
waste system. These diluted wastes are finally dis-
charged away from the share throuKh a tong Pipe
line. Ths discharge of wastes of 10-7 uCl/mL ihus
ensures minimal release to the ocean environment
at Kalpakkam.

The fourth atomic power station at ïJarora on
which work has recently started is situated hinter-
land on the banks of river Qangss and consists of
two Candu type heavy water reactor units of 300/220
MW(ei. The hinterland surrounding) of the pow;r
plant are highly populated and the site is charac-
terised by alluvial aquifer and high water tabte All
these factors impose drastic restrictions on the •«-
lease of radioactivity In the area surrounding the
power plant. Effective combination of decontami-
nation steps and total containment of radioactivity
Is being planned for management of radwastes at
the site. The proposed effluent treatment process
includes ion exchange followed by chemical precipi-
tation while for total containment the solar evapo-
ration process also may be adopted.

At Nuclear Fuel Complex, where all fuel fabrica-
tion work for Indian Kuclear Industry Is carried out.
the site conditions are not favourable for direct dis-
posal of radioactive effluents. The surrounding area
is mainly used for agricultural purposes and there
is no stream or river nearby where the effluents c m
be safely discharged. The mudmum permissible
concentration for radioactive releases has teen worked
out to be 10-* — 10-* uCl/ml Due to the constraints
of the site, a policy of total containment of
radioactive effluent has been adopted and hence no
discharge to the environment has been resorted to
since the operation of fuel fabrication faculties »t
the site. This has been possible by adoot-
lng the process of solar evaporation for various active
(1<H uCi/mD and non-rsdioacttve but taxie nitrate
effluent streams produced at the site.
METHODS OF TREATMENT
OF RADIOACTIVE WASTES
LisjeJi Wastes

The type of process for treatment of IfcpM
wtstes mav vary gre%Uy according to the o-nnlssfble
discharge levels and th* stse or plant wffl depend
upon the method adopted to segregate effluent Into

stream* of varying activity, although th- degrees of
segregation which can be successfully achieved nay
nat be complete.

Chemical Treatment: Chemical treatment or
ndtoacttve liquid wastes is curled out to a eett*.
derabte extent at most Atomic Energy establish-
ments. The method Is economical and practicabit
for tat large volumes of relatively low-activtty letrt
wastes which arise daily. The object of chemical
treatment Is to concentrate the radtonucUd«« pr«.
f rat Into a smtU bulk of Insoluble sludge with J*
b >lk of the effluents sufOctenUy clean to permit
di*D!«sal In U H environment either directly or with
reasnmUe dilution. TaUe-2 Illustrates the gsnsrsl
Application of this treatment method.
_ _ _ _ _ —

Astiaatfve-. for Treatme* «f ftatfkadftVe Wastes
CHEMICAL TREATMENT

Application : Large volumes of low-active liquid
wastes (aqueous)

Activity range : 10-* « d/ml to 10-* * cl/ml
Commonly used: High conductivity liquid radwiste

from reactor
Efficiency :. Activity removal up to 99%
Limitation : Releas* at 10* to 10-» p d/ml

unavoidable

ton Exchange: The principle of Ion exchinge
is not n«w *nd th; preeïss has been wed for awny
yean for a wid; variety of precssses. This provide»
a possible method of effluent treatment In that the
radioactive ions present can be exchanged for in-
active ones. The spent km exchange materials can
be treated as expendable or can be regenerated.
After rtnstaï away excess regenerant the material
Is again ready for treating a further quantity of
«AuUon. Depending on which alternative is select-
ed, a solid or a highly concentrated liquid waste wW
result For storage or ultimate disposal, solid resi-
due is preferable, but economic considerations any
require regeneration, in which case Hie concentrat-
ed liquor m«y be stored as such absorbed on »
cheap absorbent nmtsritl or evaporated to drynesi
Tabte-3 Illustrates the use of this treatment method.

KHT-EXCHANOE
Application , •

Acttvfty rang* :
Commonly used:

Efficiency :

Limitation

Moderate to large vol of tow »•
mtermediate level Iqd. ndwasle
l«-> to It-* m el/sal
Clean «p low conductivity wattf
stream * liquid radwaste
Activity removal
up to M«fc If n i t exchanger»
«p to n.9% u syn. ««ehanger»
Oenention of liquid dwss
if exchangsr tegeuerated
Eapmsive tf syn. exebangsrs

without regeneration



'Evaporation: Tor economic reasons, evaporation
to normally restricted to treatment of higher active
wattes, but where there to no alternative to storaft
for wastes of lower activity, it may be employed for
the latter also. Evaporation to w*U salted to the
treatment of wastes which (a) have a bleb total
solids concentration, <b) have • small volume and
relatively high activity and (c) require a high de-
contamination factor.

In spite of the difficulties and costs Involved,
evaporation techniques give high efficiencies. It It
the process with which high dscontamlnatton factors
410* to 10') are normtlly possible. TaWe-4 illustrates
«hi* p*ociss in general. Although the three mtln
«•nit processes for treating radioactive liquid wist»/»
have besn desc-lbed separately above, there «re
manv occasions on which a combination of methods
te advantageous and practised

T£ïe~4
Akenatfves far Treaties* cf Rastieadfve Wastes

EVAPORATION
Application

Activity range :

Commonly used:

Efficiency :
Limitations :

Small volumes of moderate to
high level liquid radwaste
Normally greater than
10-1 * cl/ml ••

Chemical wastes from regeneration
of ion-exchangers
Removal of radioactivity 909%
Expensive if adopted on large-
scale
Reuse of condensate necessary
to prevent any release of liquid
radwaste

evaporation: Because ox w e continuing
trend of restricting the diacharge of radioactivity
into the environment to as minimal a Isvel as possi-
ble, all over the world, solar evaporation has been
found to be a promising process towards this app-
roach. Radioactive waste to exposed to the open sun
light in suitable containers and allowed to concen-
trate by the neat and clean method of solar evapo-
ration leaving no by-product waste stream to be dis-
charged into the environment The concentrates, re-
duced in volume to the extent of 20 to 100 times are
solidified in suitable matrices like cement concrete
for long term storage. Rajastban Atomic Power
Station Site offers favourable climatological condi-
tions viz. higher temperatures, low humidity and
high wind velocities and a Solar Evaporation Plant
is being set up on an experimental basis at this site.
When fully operational, hi another few months time,
this will be the fl-st plant of its kind for an Atomic
Power Station wherein the concept of "Zero Release"
I* expected to be approached. TaWe-5 describes this
process.

TaMtS
Approach ft» Z»r* Release Raèlaaclfve Waste*

SOI AR EVAPORATION
Application : For concentrating low active Iqd.

effluents from power reactors

Activity range : Up to if" J» d /ml
Advantage* : Hear total containment of liquid

effluents. Low operating costs.
" rosslble In situ tomiinrittftn of

concentrates.
Limitations : Dependence on Weather

High capital cost tor containment
StHi Wi

At every stage in the nuclear cycle, from the
mines to the metal and through the reactor to the
fuel reprocessing stage, radioactive solid wastes are
produced In a great variety of materials, sues,
shapes and dfgrees of contamination. Primarily
solid wastes could be either articles that have been
contaminated by use In radioactive areas or pro-
ducts resulting f torn a process Involving radioactive
materials, for example, paper, plastics, rubber and
glass ware In the former category and km exchange
resins, filter sludge. Incinerator ash etc. in the latter
type. While low active wastes are produced, rather
hi large volumes, from the Initial stages of uranium
refining, processing and fuel fabrication, higher
levels of activity in aolld wastes are usually from the
reactors, fuel reprocessing plant and Isotope produc-
tion laboratories.

The management of solid wastes poses a unique
problem due to the fact that no dilution of the waste
concentration to possible and hence concentration 'if
possible) and total confinement of all solid wastes to
Inevitable. Depending on the limitations posed by
the environmental factors, vis-a-vis the relative
hazards due to the radioactivity contained In the
solid wastes, engineering efforts for total contain-
ment can vary from site to site.

Before the solid wastes are taken up for final
storage or disposal, there to an economic Incentive
to reduce the total volume of wastes. It to gene-
rally the experience that out of the total aolid wastes
ptiduced. about 90% of the volume consists of tow
active and combustible type of wastes. Taking ad-
vantage of this, specially engineered incinerators are
employed for burning the combustible wastes to offer
a volume reduction of M:t. A hydrauUeauy operat-
ed baling press to used to compress the volume of low
active non-combustible wastes; this gives a volume
reduction of about 5:1. Tet another requirement,
before the final storage 'disposal of solid wastes can
imii«H|ii«t be y*flfnHHftning* of the wastes; Le. to
render the wastes In a form that would be suited
for long term storage under adverse condition*.
Such condltionine. to particularly necessary tot mate-
rials that are vulnerable to Irrhmg. either by dis-
Mlutton or diffusion, of radioactivity and It* migra-
tion to the environment Mormel methods adooted
for condltionine; of such tow and Intermediate level
wastes consist of incorporating the waste anas into
a cem*nt concrete or asphalt medium and soUdiflca-
tion before final itoraay or disposal.

Permanent «tons* or dtomeal of radioactive
solid wastes to invariably carried out only at con-



trolled sites, specially chosen for the purpose. A
number of factors are considered for the selection
of such a site and those principally Involved are cli-
mate, the type of soil and ecological structure, the
hydrology, particularly In relition to underg'ound.
water sources and the proximity to population csn-
tres.

Containment! adopted in India consist of re-
inforced concrete trenches, underground with
complete waterproofing of the external surfa-
ces; the inner surfaces receive coats of acid/
alkali resistant bitumen-based paint Radioactive
solid wastes in steel drums or in plastic bags are
lowered into these trenches and all the interspaclal
gaps are filled with fresh concrete and the top of
ths trench is also covered with concrete. Over the
years this procedure has been found to pcovid* good
containment. For storage.' disposal of very highly
active wastes, deep, circular, underground vaults,
known as tile holes are used: these vaults are steel-
lined, reinforced concrete pipes of 4 to 5 metres deep,
having waterproofed external surfaces.

Wastes
RadionuclH** present In the gaseous form

usually get diluted by several orders of magnitude
because of the abundant presence of air. and the
philosophy of 'concentrate and stars'' becomes Almost
impossible. Therefore 'dilution and dispsrsion' tech-

nique has to be resorted to in dealing with potlutten
control from the radioactive gaseous wastes, das
cleaning systems are provided, as built in system*,
for almost all the off-gas handling systems in nu-
clear ind'istry. Depending upon the physical and
chemical nature of the aerosols present In the radio-
active gases and the decontamination levels required,
techniques such as cyclones, electrostatic preclpUa.
tors, wet scrubbing and absolute filtration are usually
employed. HEPA (High Stridency Particular Air)
filters have been especially developed by the Bhabha
Atomic Research Centre to meet the stringent needs
of the Indian nuclear programme, Special filter*
have beeu developed for specific ndkmucUdes. Acti-
vated charcoal bed filters hvve been found to be
most efficient for radioactive iodines.

The off-gas handling systems are usually de-
signed to introduce a time delay before discharge
into the atmosphere to facilitate the decay of all
short lived radionuclides. The treated gases a n in-
variably released to the atmosphere through stacks.
The height of the stacks is chosen such that the
activity discharged is diluted to the mandatory maxi-
mum permissible discharge levels before causing ex-
posure to the people in the vicinity of the installa-
tion. TaUe-6 indicates a general scheme of reactor
off-gas management.

TaMtC
Reactor Of Ca» Ma—giaatt

RADIOACTIVE CONTAMINATION

PARTICOIATE
MATTER

GASEOUS FISSION PRODUCTS

DELAY * DECAY OF Xe & Kr
BY DYNAMIC ABSORPTION

HEPA FILTERS CRYOGENIC SEPARATION OF

Kr»* U0.5 YRS»

STACK DECHARGE STORAGE OP Kr"
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TRENDS FOR FUTURE DEVELOPMENT WORK

Refinements towards.technical and economical
aspects of the present waste management schemes
viz. chemical treatment, ion exchange, solar evaporat-
ion, solidification of waste concentrates etc. are al-
ready in progress. The other most serious problems
are the management of high level waste and long
term storage of all the waste. The only ultimate
method of rendering the radioactive waste to accep-
table levels of toxlclty is time. As already pointed
out, these decay times range from a few seconds to
several hundred thousand years. No method of stor-
age has yet found favour with the environmenta-
lists. Current developmental work is towards deve-
lopment of engineered storage vaults, which, after
the relatively short service life of SO to 100 years
can be replaced over the geological time periode re-
quired. The use of naturally occurring geological
formations like salt mines are also being looked into,
especially for the perpetual storage of the radio-
active wastes containing actinides. However, the
suitability of a formation and a specific site for dis-
posal within the formation need to be assessed with
great care. Even demonstration facilities to prove
a site for acceptance of wastes for disposal call for
high technological skill, engineering and heavy in-
vestments. In India, at present, compilation and.
analysis of data on various geological formation* and
seismically stable areas of the country are In pro-
gress, for preliminary site identification.

Our future R ft D programme visualises some of '
the problems in the management of high level wastes
and attempts to procaed in the direction of their
solution. One is the extension of our present labo-
ratory efforts in melt development towards estab-
lishment of some specific characteristics of waste
products useful in long term storage such as radia-
tion and aging stability. The other is in the area
of management of alpha bearing wastes. Even high
level wastes since they are contaminated with acti-
nides would have to be managed keeping In view

its actinide content, particularly when this content
is high as in the case of high burn up thermal fuel
and fast reactor fuels. Our efforts In this a n a aim
simultaneously in two directions. One, towards
separation of actinides from the waste streams be-

• fore their solidification. Such separation would be
expensive. The other effort Is towards conversion
of the entire actinide bearing wastes into Insoluble
alumlnostticatw by a hydrothermal process.

SURVEILLANCE

Despite the confidence In the engineered con-
tainments and any favourable natural conditions of
soil and water, a regular programme of surveillance
is instituted at all the solid waste disposal sites for
routine monitoring of ground water and soil samples
In and around the disposal site. Having established
ore-operaUooal background levels of radioactivity
in die area, post-operational monitoring helps to
keep a check on any rise In background which may
result due to migration of ra-iioactivity from the
buried solid wastes. Containments for disposal so
far adopted have been found to be satisfactory us
indicated by our surveillance programme over the
yean.

CONCLUSION .
It may be said, In conclusion, that the Impor-

t a n t of radioactive waste management with res-
pect to associated pollution was recognised very ?ariy
in India. Work on development of suitable treat-
ment methods and safe disposable practices was Ini-
tiated, much ahead of our power programme, at the
Btrabha Atomic Research Centre. This lead in time
and our technological preparedness have resulted in
effective management scltemes for radioactive wastes
from the operations of cor subsequent nuclear power
reactors and fuel reprocessing facilities. Based
largely on Indigenous materials and capabilities, the
w>ste managem»nt programme in India Is well estab-
lished and m*ets with stringent stipulations on dis-
charge of radioactivity to the environment


